I have only scanned some documents from the Draft Plans and this may well already be resolved, but I would simply like to request that the final plan for the city square mile denominates high rise zones and low rise zones.

It's very distressing to see very tall buildings approved for zones such as the East End, especially East Terrace, and the Central Market Precinct.

If zoned height restrictions are good enough even for very large high-rise cities such as New York (mid-town, Chelsea, Greenwich Village etc) and Shanghai (the Bund and the French Concession, Pudong), surely we should be acting in like manner. Adelaide is a wonderfully walkable essentially low-rise city with its own style and we deserve to have it's famously well-planned character and amenity amplified, not wrecked, whether for residents or for tourists.

Please, zoned height management that reflects and in fact amplifies the character of the various precincts,

thank you,

Robert Farnan